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Chair: Ian Baxter, BEFS Vice-Chair 
 
Apologies:  

Robert Luther SGLH APOLOGIES 
Rachel Tennant  LI-S APOLOGIES 

Peter Hinton  CIfA APOLOGIES 

Kate Houghton  BEFS APOLOGIES 

Judy Riley SGLH APOLOGIES 
David Wood PAS APOLOGIES 

David Robertson CoS-GT APOLOGIES 
 
Attendees: 

Ailsa Macfarlane  BEFS 
Andrew Hopetoun HH 
Bill Pagan BEFS 
Calum Maclean RIAS 
Chloe Bennett SGLH 
Diarmid Hearns  NTS 
Eila Macqueen AS 
Euan Leitch BEFS 
Gordon Barr AHF 
Graeme Purves  BEFS 
Iain McDowall BEFS 
Ian Baxter  Conf Inst 
Jocelyn Cunliffe AHSS  
John Lawson ALGAO 
Kelcey Wilson Lee AHF 
Niall Murphy GCHT 
Raymond Young CofS 
Rob Lennox CIfA 
Sarah Kettles IHBC 
Sarah Pearce HTN 
Sean O'Reilly IHBC 
Simon Gilmour SocAnt 
Susan O'Connor SCivicT 
Terry Levinthal  Cockburn  
Torsten Haak GCHT 
Tyler Lott SPAB 
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Due to the detailed nature of the meeting and topics to be discussed the previous meeting note was not 
formally agreed. All changes have been made as requested by attendees of the May HEWG. All HEWG papers 
can be found at: www.befs.org.uk/HEWG 
ACTION: Inform AMac-BEFS if there is any reason the previous meeting note cannot be agreed.  
 
BEFS – Sector Update EL and AMac 
  
OPiT – CEO meeting: 

• HES Sector Survey responses https://www.historicenvironment.scot/about-us/news/hes-unveils-
initial-findings-of-covid-19-impact-survey 

• Organisational updates, including NTS news – level of furlough, challenging outlook.  
• All organisations’ whose finances are based on generating income from visitors finding it a challenging 

and problematic time.  
• HES 60% furloughed.  
• End of June HES may provide answers on future grants streams, as information becomes available.    
• Discussion on how to coordinate out of the lockdown.  

 
BEFS asked to co-ordinate sector medium/long-term response by OPiT CEO Forum.  

• Challenges, need to be expressed – what are the MUSTS? 
• What strategic moves need to be made? 
• Imminent challenges- but long term consequences. 
• Future government and local authority budgets are likely to look very different.  
• Express benefits of the sector.  

ACTION: Group agreed to BEFS taking this role and exploring structure further with HES and sector 
stakeholders. Group agreed to Ian Baxter being suggested as Chair. See further details: 
https://www.befs.org.uk/policy-topics/covid-resilience-forum/ 
  
Home Nations Heritage Call  
The Heritage Alliance (THA), HES, BEFS, CADW and the Northern Ireland Communities Directorate used to 
have these calls quarterly, initiated due to Brexit concerns and policy – now these calls are every two weeks 
and primarily related to Covid concerns, effects and responses. Whilst also keeping an active brief on ongoing 
policy areas.  
 

• Collaborative working has been key: CADW and NI have both been working with the National Trust 
and Historic Houses to make sure than when they are allowed to open they open together, providing 
destinations, making sure individual sites don’t get overwhelmed, and consider social distancing 
guidelines and PPE measures that are aligned and therefore reassuring to potential visitors.  

• Both CADW and NI expressing funding concerns, and budgets being reconsidered across the board.  
• HE Emergency Grant scheme window closed. 250 applications pot of £2M - oversubscribed 300% . 

Some smaller NGOs - finding process and capacity quite tricky.  
• Survey’s complete in HE, NI – Wales didn’t survey just used contacts to assess. 

THA survey is done - a lot of information. Synthesise with Historic England results. Analysis coming 
soon.  

Survey responses – similar trends and concerns across all nations. Information links will be in the notes for 
those who want to delve deeper into the information.  

 
• https://historicengland.org.uk/coronavirus/heritage-sector/survey/ 
• Awaiting data from NI – but their Tourism survey aids understanding of the situation. 
• https://tourismni.com/media-centre/News/tourism-ni-business-survey-confirms-severe-impact-of-

covid-19-on-industry/ 
• https://www.heritagefund.org.uk/blogs/how-coronavirus-covid-19-affecting-heritage-sector 
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HEF – Historic Environment Forum (comparable to the OPiT structure) 
Mike Heyworth - Manager of Historic Environment Forum COVID-19 recovery taskforce, based at THA 

• Historic Environment Forum, brings together key National Orgs in relation to policy and advocacy. 
Develop on from Heritage 2020 - designed to get the sector working together on a number of topics. 

• HEF is now managed and has two working groups, looking at immediate concerns and medium/longer 
term approaches.  

• Session recently to consider: What are the big priorities and how can groups engage.  
• Articulate what the historic environment brings to the nation.  
• What are the new narratives, new collaborations, new ways of working? 

 
Mike asked to be kept informed about other Nations concerns, effects and responses.  
ACTION: After this meeting note has been drafted and circulated it may be useful to share the update with 
him. Group were in agreement. AMac to share – action complete.   
 
HEF/THA – sector coordinated Ministerial meetings every other week (were weekly) in this time of crisis to 
focus on issues related to the sector. Eg -exit strategy and what this might look like / the public facing side of 
heritage / volunteers. The discussion includes issues of financial, practical and people elements.  
 
Visit Scotland – series of webinars, AMac attended: Head of Marketing and Digital – Vicki Millar (Further 
insights on their research found here: 
https://www.visitscotland.org/research-insights/about-our-industry/impact-covid19#mark ) 
 
Discussion over potential for a Kite Mark – UK Hospitality and HEF both talking about this. Standards for 
destinations to commit to around hygiene, social distancing, PPE requirements etc. Documents have been 
formed, considering how to make it operational. Whether the status of a Kite Mark will occur is currently 
undecided.  
Main Visit Scotland advice:  

• Phasing – if we don’t have dates – we have to work out what phases would be right.  
• Collaboration and communication key.  
• Question from the audience asked if Visit Scotland were speaking to NTS and HES about staying open 

longer in the season.  
Regular dialogue – but acknowledged that some of our attractions may not open – due to 
organisational capacity/cost/viability.  

• Year of Coasts and Waters pushed into 2021. https://www.visitscotland.org/news/2020/themed-
years-update---year-of-coasts-and-waters 

 
The Landscape Institute- Scotland has provided an overview of the Impact of Covid-19 on the Landscape 
Profession In Scotland. Similar concerns and considerations to other feedback we’ve been seeing. Looking at 
short-term benefits for the Landscape Profession as solutions are found to social distancing, and longer term 
potential for appreciation of public and outdoor spaces. Lack of new blood and graduates into the sector – 
freeze on new employees. Skills lost.  
Action: AMac to circulate with the HEWG papers. Action Complete. 
 
 
Notes for the group from BEFS -  not discussed at HEWG due to time constraints:  
 

• UK Tourism Council asking for VAT off tourism in a bid to help the sector return.  
 

• Digital development across the sector:  
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Consider signing up for the DASH programme to gain organisational insights.  
https://www.timmuslimited.co.uk/dashsurvey/ 
 
Heritage Digital programme will also be free.  
https://events.charitydigital.org.uk/digital_skills_for_heritage/ 
 
BEFS is almost finished development of the Online members forum – this will go out to testing, then 
all members will be informed. This online space will be used for thematic Forum work – primarily 
informing policy responses.  

 
Consultations: 
Consultation work continues and open consultation are listed in the Bulletin. Past consultation responses can 
be found: https://www.befs.org.uk/resources/consultations/ 

 
Current Consultations & Calls for Evidence: 
NPF4 - https://blogs.gov.scot/planning-architecture/2020/03/19/national-planning-framework-4-
extension-to-call-for-ideas-deadline/ 
 
COVID-19 Committee Call for Evidence 
The closing date for submissions is Friday 29 May. 
 
Call for Views: Advisory Group on Economic Recovery 
Opened 18 May 2020 and closes on 31 May 2020. 
 
Energy Efficiency of Existing Homes Inquiry 
You can submit evidence until Monday 22 June 2020. 
 
The Culture, Tourism, Europe and External Affairs Committee has launched a call for views on the 
impact of COVID-19 on Scotland's culture and tourism sectors. 
There is currently no deadline for responding. 
Migration Advisory Committee (MAC) Shortage occupation list: call for evidence 
This consultation closes at 11:45pm on 24 June 2020. 
 
Consultation on proposed changes to the Energy Performance of Buildings (England and Wales) 
Regulations 2012 
This consultation closes at 11:45pm on 14 July 2020. 
 
The role of evaluation and research in arts, cultural and heritage organisations 
 
Scotland Business Survey - Impact of COVID-19  
 
Scottish public authorities sharing data: consultation 
Extended closing date 15 Jun 2020. 
 
Impact of Covid-19 on DCMS sectors – call for evidence 
Extended closing date Friday 19 June 2020.  
 
Just Transition Commission - call for evidence 
Extended closing date 30 June 2020.  
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BEFS COVID update table remains regularly updated. https://www.befs.org.uk/latest/cultural-heritage-advice-
on-coronavirus/ 
 
Organisation updates - Led by Chair.  
Previous communication indicated that this section should be brief updates regarding: 

• the impact on the organisation speaking  
• actions taken and, 
• any future focused strategy to share with the group. 

 
DH – further detail re: opening venues – in comment to the Visit Scotland webinar above: 
Scot Gov is working with site operators  – NMS MGS, IMS, HES 
EL has recommended HH NTS HTN became part of the discussion.  
 
Consideration of heritage activity concerns, rather than the tourism offer concerns.  
EL discussed SHBT as case study – medium scale, range of assets, asset-uses, and issues.  
AH - Across Scotland HH trying to supply info to all members – responses suggest most matters exclusively 
related to tourism in some form.  
 
CM:  Construction side, RIAS surveying in relation to construction. Conservation committee can look into this 
– ISSUES to be addressed: 

- Delays and the timing of lime related works. (Winter working problematic.) 
- Delays and the knock-on effects to scheduling and budgets 
- Grant funding budget – extra scaffolding, protections etc all more expensive and longer than 

expected  
- Lead-in times for materials – all delayed and supply chains disrupted.  
- Suppliers depleting cash reserves – want bigger contracts - smaller projects will be at the back of the 

queue.  
 

SG - Academia – concerns for programmes under pressure. Arts and humanities programmes being 
reconsidered.  
 
RY :  CofS perspective – speed up disposals programme 

Income is reducing, partly from reduction in worshippers, hall users not having events 
Switch to online worship – very successful and will continue 
Most of maintenance done by volunteers and they’re not near the buildings. 

 
SOC: Scottish Civic Trust – volunteers a big issue. SCT run Doors Open Day - DoD huge volunteer opportunity 
1/3 of all heritage volunteering.  
Planning mostly virtual. 2 problems.  

1. Most volunteers not au fait with making / producing digital output 
2. How to track success of digital engagement 

 
EM - AS – Archaeology Month will be digital this year.  
1/3 of AS staff on furlough scheme.  
 
 
RL: Operationally speaking - CIfA adapted well for governance, staff, events etc.  
Digital access improved.  
Effects on membership and fees – making adjustments to fee structure.  
Anticipating longer-term impacts on working practices / squeezed margins effect on productivity. Safety on 
site being rolled out effectively.  
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Emergency financial measures may have dried up in 8-12-18months. 
Most sites back in England. Scotland more cautious.  
 
KWL – and GB -AHF  
Community and Heritage led regen.  
AHF see quite different things across a range of orgs.  
New applications are coming in. Early stage and viability.  
Applications and enquiries about revisiting assumptions and business plans. 
Consider how to appropriately adapt buildings post-CV19 
Not a huge take-up of emergency funding at present.  
Significant changes to operational areas – capital working loans and redevelopment.  
Love of venue use/cafés etc - dramatic loss income. Potential for more serious concerns 3-6months.   
 
AH - HH it only takes a couple of redundancies on average… suddenly the numbers can grown quite quickly.  
STA looking at 2 year impact on tourism as a baseline and 5 year recovery overall. Organisations depleting 
reserves to get through current crisis.  
 
JL – ALGAO:UK perspective: Archaeology services have still been operating throughout from home with 
furlough not happening. However, some limited redeployment, were this has occurred it has affected HER 
officers. A lot more use of social media 
Planning: In Scotland Authorities been receiving applications – During March/April not all have been 
advertising /determining but since end of April it is understood that all back to processing applications with 
some restrictions and allowances for longer times in determinisation. Site visits have by and large stopped at 
present unless essential e.g. enforcement actions, human remain callouts 
Construction in Scotland by and large stopped completely expect for some limited essential works.  
Culture departments expecting a big hit over the summer months due to lack of income from visitors.  
  
DH – NTS has declared it is at an emergency stage.  
No income. Reduced membership. Investment income reduced. Dividends down.  
Concern as to private donors status. Reserves are not being replenished.  
July/Aug – NTS going concern status needs to be assessed then.  
70% furloughed. Other support schemes – NTS either too big, or funds available are not enough to make a 
significant difference.  Considerations: Selling non-heritable property 
No capital investments. 
Potentially opening 27/54 in future phase. Not looking at volunteering for first phase. 
Appeal to SG and Scot Enterprise 
 
Group noted Natural Heritage planning and strategies appeared more advanced. How we get better at that.  
 
SO- IHBC 
AGM and SCHOOL delayed.  
Delay on all income/schools. Working group with trustees for future planning.  
Next corporate plan and next financial year the focus.  
MoU with ALGAO – partnership and discussions.  
 
JC - AHSS  
Concerns such as loss of income from investments and dividends.  
Planning system changes concerns.  
Community and committee structures of concern.  
AHSS magazine might not be possible  
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EL - BEFS held an interim Board meeting.  
Economy will change. Organisational funding will change. Scenarios presented were wide ranging and 
included cutting overheads, no office, staff reduction, turning BEFS into a project. 
Aim is to make BEFS lighter on any funder… due to apply for funding on 31st August. Deadline not currently 
online.  
 

With this in mind BEFS will be surveying Members to find out what aspects of BEFS work is key to 
them. The survey will be extremely short – but we do need your views to best shape what we do next. 
BEFS needs your direction and support. Feedback from HES stakeholders – asking us to do things and 
supportive.  

 
CB -  SGLH no property.  
Wonders about AGM – how to get an AGM virtually for older members. Proxy votes problematic. Action: 
Advice and relevant training passed on from SP - HTN. 
AH – HH AGM by email this year. Simplified the process and made it suitable for their audience.  
 
IB - Universities sector: 
75M put in from SG – research route. 
However, 2.5BN black hole 
Universities looking at all sorts of subject areas – arts will be HIT. Pivoting to deliver all online.  
 
Part 2: 

Thinking the unthinkable – what changes should the sector: 
• be looking to embrace,  
• mitigate against and,  
• how can it rise to meet the challenges currently presented.  

 
 
IB provided wider economic picture: 

UK RBS / Ed Chamber of Commerce 
21% furloughed 
920,000 jobs at risk UK 
Regional  
Up to 120,000 job losses in/around Edinburgh  
Tourism impact  
1Bn loss across the sector 
18500 jobs across the sector x4 for wider supply chain 
2.9- 7% unemployment numbers 

 
Heritage situation needs to sit within the wider economic picture.  
 
DCMS – Action Taskforce. HEF – THA, HE high level catchups.  
IB  Raises Q around role of HES as lead public body.  
 
OPiT – has not enabled a rapid response. Current situation appears to be short term actions rather than 
longer term strategy.  
 
NLHF –5 large scale projects in the offing around business support etc. Much going on in addition to their 
other grants announced.  
Again group raised: Built Heritage – Natural Heritage 

- How it can/could they better connect.  
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In terms of heritage assets - Public Access and Public Ownership needs to be protected.  
Concerns about where projects in Community Ownership… might lose the public investment that goes into 
them.  
 
Significant shifts in operating procedures – anxious that these shifts not happen within silos.  
Needs to be joined up.  
Wider collaborative model needs to be made. 
Stronger collegiate position presented to state agencies going forward.  
Understood that HES as lead body has its own financial concerns. 
 
AH – In relation to OPiT - BHIG – appears furloughed,  
Tourism, CEO both operating. Use in discussions within that forum, rather than the forum itself. Limited 
information coming out. Excellent possibilities to share information on risk and reopening.  
NTS and HH sharing info and talking broadly about protocols for reopening etc, would be welcome to see 
additional participation.  
 
It was strongly expressed that HES need to help and articulate – and communicate. HES have resources. 
We have yet to mention Brexit – and the threat of Brexit with no-deal.  
Huge pressures.  Serious threat to many organisations.  
 
Emergency phase understandable but group keen to look above and beyond.  
5-10years. What should the sector look like? Need to have space for these discussions. 
 
SOC - Suggestion in relation to the formation of National guidance documents. Agree to basic structure. Co-
ordinated action plan for how to proceed.  
 
GP - Working on UK 2070 Commission on regional inequalities across the UK. Final Report launched at end of 
FEB. Action 6 is the harnessing of cultural and environmental assets.  
Strategy needs to be modified in the light of the crisis. Forthcoming think piece flags up challenges for the 
sector.  
Lord Kerslake is keen to keep the Commission together to engage with UK Government on post-crisis 
recovery.  
New Deal and Marshall Plan style thinking needed, rather than back to austerity.  
 
RL - Government wants to unlock this potential for recovery. Economic potential and offer.  
Action: RL to share document with BEFS. Action complete.  
 
EL – recent workshop with Infrastructure Commission – report is positive on reuse, maintenance. We need to 
maintain the level of interest in place based infrastructure. Use what we have.  
There are the fine heritage details – then there are wider aspects like tenement maintenance – the 
Construction Industry has a COVID forum.  Consider these ways in.   
 
Consider political landscape: 
New Scottish Parliament this time next year.  
Natural Heritage ahead of the curve. Greater opportunity of linking those things together.  
Wider approach. Greater support and value.  
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Sum Up – review next steps  
 
Sector Structure 
Assets: Disposal, viability, maintenance, ongoing projects 
Tourism; major concern… but well covered. STA Tourism OPiT etc.  
Regulations and policy visibility – how we build into that picture.  
Volunteers. 
 
ACTION: BEFS to continue work on Covid Med/Long Term Group.  
https://www.befs.org.uk/policy-topics/covid-resilience-forum/ 
 
 

 
 
Subsequent HEWG meeting:  Thursday 27th August  – 2pm – 4pm 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 


